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Abstract
When biometric databases grow larger, a security breach or leak
can affect millions. In order to protect against such a threat, the
use of encryption is a natural choice. However, a biometric
identification attempt then requires the decryption of a poten-
tial huge database, making a traditional approach potentially
unfeasible. Theuseofselective JPEG2000encryptioncanreduce
theencryption’s computational loadandenableasecurestorage
of biometric sample data. In this paper we will show that selec-
tive encryption of face biometric samples is secure. We analyze
various encoding settings of JPEG2000, selective encryption
parameters on the “Labeled Faces in the Wild” database and ap-
ply several traditional and deep learning based face recognition
methods.
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1 Introduction
The International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) spec-
ifies biometric data to be recorded and stored in (raw) image
form (ISO/IEC FDIS 19794), i.e., sample images, and not only in
extracted templates. Such deployments benefit from future im-
provements which can be incorporated without re-enrollment
of registered users, thereby increasing interoperability and ven-
dor neutrality [1]. In ISO/IEC Standard 19794-5:2011 [2] two
encodings are defined for facial images: JPEG and JPEG2000.
Several studies have been performed, e.g. [3] and [4], recom-
mendingtouse JPEG2000compression insteadJPEG.Therefore,
we will also use JPEG 2000 in this study.

In a biometric system the biometric templates are stored in
anonline-database, optimallyprotectedvia templateprotection
(TP) schemes. The corresponding biometric sample data will
certainly be stored off-line, optimally protected via encryption
by a state of the art cipher, e.g. AES. Whenever a sample from
the offline database needs to be accessed it needs to be decrypted
first, which is time consuming, in particular when the whole
database needs to be accessed. This is the case when (1) the bio-
metric comparison or template extraction technique is changed
(the alternative would be a re-enrollment of all users); and (2)
the key used in the employed TP scheme needs to be changed
due to a periodic update (as a preventive measure to guard
against undetected loss of a key) or because it has been lost in an
attack or data breach (to reestablish security). Other scenarios
are given if one or several samples in the offline database need to
be decrypted include: (1) template regeneration for single users;
(2) explicit sample comparison in forensic identification where
a human operator typically confirms automatically pre-selected
biometric correspondences; or (3) de-duplication, where, simi-
lar to the latter case, sample data is compared for de-duplication
purposes. Another entirely different application scenario for
the time-critical protection of sample data is in distributed bio-
metric recognition. Here biometric sample data is sent from
an acquisition device to the authentication component and can
be intercepted by an eavesdropper on the channel. As sensors
typically do not exhibit high computational performance and
JPEG2000 compression can be conduced in hardware, e.g., by a
dedicated chip, the subsequent encryption of the sample before
transmission needs to be low cost. We investigate a lightweight
JPEG2000 encryption scheme for compressed face data, based
on selective bit-stream protection using AES. The proposed
technique offers the benefits of traditional encryption, i.e., secu-
rity, no reduced recognition accuracy and combines them with
a low computational effort. This comes at the drawback that a
certain amount of data is left in plain text and could be used for
an attack against the system. It is required to perform a security
analysis similar to those done for template protection (as the
same attack scenarios apply). In particular, we have to consider
the interplay between different JPEG2000 encoding types, layer
and resolution progression, and the data selection for encryp-
tion (amount and position). The amount of encryption that is
required gives the speedup (the benefit) over traditional encryp-
tion, e.g., when half the data has to be encrypted the resulting
speedup would be two.

Section 2 contains a brief overview of current literature and
introduces our approach (Section 2.2). Section 3 shows the
results of the experimental evaluation and discusses relevant
findings. Finally, Section 4 summarizes all findings from the
experimental evaluation.

2 Related Work and Evaluation Method-
ology

2.1 Selective JPEG2000 Encryption Methods
A large variety of custom image encryption schemes have been
developed for JPEG2000 [5], many of them being motivated by
the potential reduction of computational effort as compared to
full encryption. Reducing computational encryption effort is of
interest in the context of biometric systems in case either weak
hardware (e.g. mobile sensing devices) or large quantities of
data (e.g. nation-wide sample databases) are involved.

To enable security assessment (which involves decoding of
encrypted data), only format compliant encryption schemes are
admissible. Thus, we apply a format compliant JPEG2000 en-
cryption scheme introduced in the context of JPSEC [6] to avoid
such pitfalls.

Whenassessingthesecurityof formatcompliantlyencrypted
visual data, the data can simply be decoded with the encrypted
parts. Due to format compliance, this is possible with any
given decoding scheme, however, the encrypted parts intro-
duce noise-type distortion to the data. A highly efficient at-
tack is replacing the encrypted parts with carefully chosen data
which minimizes this error. This can be done most efficiently
using codec specific error concealment tools, which treat en-
crypted data like any type of bitstream error. The JJ2000 version
usedintheexperiments includes thepatchesandenhancements
to JPEG2000 error concealment provided by [7].

2.2 Evaluation Methodology
We evaluated different settings for encoding as well as encryp-
tion. On the encoding side we looked at layer and resolution
progression in JPEG2000. For encryption we have two basic
question to answer: (A) Where is the most relevant information
for the face recognition algorithms, and (B) what is the mini-
mum amount of encryption required to protect the biometric
face sample.

We will solely focus on the beginning of the JPEG 2000 code-
stream. The residual information towards the end of the code-
stream contains only fine texture data compared to the struc-
tural information at the beginning of the codestream. Further,
face information depends on structural data, hence if encrypted
structural data is given the residual data is practically worthless.

To detect the encryption location in the codestream with the
biggest impact on the biometric recognition we are applying a
”Sliding Window Encryption” [8–11]. In this method a window,
i.e., a certain continuous percentage of the codestream size, is
encrypted starting at a given offset. The sliding window uses a
fixed window size for encryption and increases the offset from
the beginning of the bitstream. For a proper evaluation of the
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minimum encryption amount we will use an absolute encryp-
tion approach. Here we use a fixed offset (the beginning of the
codestream) and will continually increase the encryption win-
dow size, this will be denoted ‘increasing window encryption’.

The following setups will be used in the experiments: small
encryption window: The size of the sliding window is fixed
to 0.5% of the bitstream, the offset varies from 0% to 15% in
steps of 1%; large encryption window: The sliding window is
increased, but still fixed, in size to 4%, the offset is varied from
0% to 20% in 2% steps; increasing encryption window: The
offset is fixed to the beginning of the codestream (0%) and the
encryption window size increases from 1% to 15% in steps of 1%.

We will also assess the options available in the ordering of
the JPEG 2000 bitstream (resolution and layer progression). Reso-
lution progression starts with a downsampled version of the im-
ageandcorrectiondata forupsamplingtheresolution. The layer
progression starts with the full resolution and the strongest fre-
quencies, as in highest amplitude, in the wavelet domain, the
ordering here is slightly more complex as coefficients from all
wavelet sub-bands are mixed depending on sub-band (lowest
first) and amplitude (largest first).

An illustration how this looks in practice is shown in Fig. 1
for layer progression mode and the small encryption window
setup.

2.3 Face Recognition Methods
In face biometrics there are several techniques that can be used
to fulfill a reliable verification or identification process, all of
which been evaluated thoroughly in the literature, e.g. [12, 13].
Thus, we will describe the face recognition schemes selected for
this study, including well-established traditional approaches
as well as more recent ones based on deep convolutional neural
networks, only briefly.

The considered methods based on traditional handcrafted
local descriptors are using Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [14] and
Multi-Block LBP (MBLBP) [15]. Both selected descriptors were
extracted by using cells regions of size 14×14. The resulting
feature vector, representing a face image, is represented by a
histogramcontainingall singlehistogramsofeachcell regionex-
tracted before. The features are compared using the chi-square
similarity measure.

The second class of applied methods contains three recent
deep convolutional neural networks including ResNet-ArcFace
(ArcFace) [16], MobileFaceNet (MobileFace) [17] and Shuffle-
FaceNet (ShuffleFace) [18]. In this case, the resulting features
are compared using the cosine distance.

3 Experiments
There are a large number of face databases available that have
been used in face recognition research. These databases vary
in size, scope, purpose and thus include various illumination
conditions (e.g. [19]), changes in facial expression or multiple
poses (e.g. [20]). The Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) database
[21], which we used in this study, is well known as a public
benchmark for unconstrained face verification as the contained

images have been collected from the web. The 13,233 face im-
ages are from 5,749 different identities, with large variations in
pose, expression and illumination. As specified in [20] we have
used a 10-fold split of 6000 face pairs in the experiments. All
face images were aligned and cropped to the size of 112×112
pixel by using the RetinaFace detector [22] before subsequently
applying JPEG2000 encryption followed by one of the described
recognition schemes.

We will focus solely on the equal error rate (EER) while
presenting the performance evaluation. Other considered mea-
sures, like the mean accuracy and the area under curve, agree
with the EER and thus their presentation is skipped. A 50% EER
is akin to guessing, meaning no information from the protected
samples can be used in the biometric comparison. Furthermore,
the EER, while not the most useful operation point on the re-
ceiver operator curve (ROC) from a practical standpoint, allows
for easier and faster comparison to other results as shown in [23].

3.1 Evaluation
The results of the small encryption window experiments are
shown in Fig. 2. The baseline without encryption, or, in cryp-
tographic terms, a plain text experiment, is presented (labeled
P). What is quite apparent from the figure is that the encryption
window size of 0.5% has a negligible impact on the recognition
performance and can not be considered secure.

The traditional methods, LBP and MBLBP, act similarly to
theDLbasedmethods. That is, anencryption thathasan impact
on the traditional methods has a similar effect on the DL based
methods. This effect can also be seen for later experiments, see
Figs. 3 and 4. The performance of the traditional methods is
vastly inferior to the DL methods. But they are also much faster
since theyrequireno training. Given thematchingbehavior this
means that the fast traditional methods can be used to gauge the
impact of encryption. When using encryption to find the loca-
tions in thecodestream,whichareofprimary interest for theper-
formance of the biometric verification, this is a huge time saver.

The impact of the small encryption window on the perfor-
mance of the biometric system is based purely on the location
where the encryption happens. And with the layer progression
we can clearly see that this is a very specific location, roughly
from offset 4% to 14%. This lies somewhere between the very
coarse, basically global, structure and finer texture information.
In Fig. 1 samples from this encryption method for layer progres-
sion mode can be seen. The impact of below and at 5% is mostly
global noise, and from ≈ 12% onward we have a finer, texture
level, noise.

Fig. 3 gives the result for the large encryption window ex-
periment, showing EER over the offset where the encryption
window starts. The larger window size is still insufficient to
protect the data for the resolution progression. For layer pro-
gression we can see that this increased window size is sufficient
to protect the important parts of the bitstream for all algorithms
under test. The main difference compared to the small window
encryption is that the encryption of the structural information,
from 0% to 4%, also is sufficient for the protection of the biomet-
ric template. This would leave the coarse information which,
according to the small window encryption experiment, is most
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Figure 1: Sample from the faces in the wild database, Aaron Eckhart #1, with layer progression and a small encryption window at
the given offset. The original unencrypted sample is also given (labled P).
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(a) Resolution progression with error correction.
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(b) Layer progression with error correction.

Figure 2: Equal error rates for the small encryption window
with offset moving from 0 to 15% and the unencrypted baseline
(P).

relevant for thebiometric recognition in theclear. Thereasonfor
this is most likely that the removal of the basic structure makes
the refinement information unusable to such an extent that the
security is maintained. However, given that we know the in-
formation is in there, it is conceivable that it can be extracted to
such an extent that an attack is made possible.

The results of the increasing window encryption are dis-
played in Fig. 4. Overall this experiment only confirms what
was already found by the sliding window experiments. In the
case of layer progression encoding the security is reached when
encrypting the coarse structure that lies between 5% and 12%.
For the resolution progression the same findings as before are
also repeated. It is clear that the information grouped together
in the layer progression mode is spread out among subbands
of the wavelet decomposition used in JPEG2000. Due to this a
much larger overall part of the code stream has to be encrypted
for a similar security result compared to the layer progression.

4 Conclusion
The use of JPEG2000 encryption for the protection of face bio-
metric samples was analysed, based on traditional and on deep
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(a) Resolution progression with error correction.
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(b) Layer progression with error correction.

Figure 3: Equal error rates for the large encryption window
with offset from 0 to 20% and the unencrypted baseline (P).
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Figure 4: Equal error rates for the increasing window encryp-
tion with a size of 1 to 15% and the unencrypted baseline (P).
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learning based face recognition methods. The evaluation also
took into account the different JPEG2000 encoding types, layer
and resolution progression.

When storing facial biometric samples with JPEG2000 it is
recommended to use the layer progression type. The relevant
part forbiometric facerecognition isataround4–12%of the total
codestream. The most secure method for encryption is to start
at the beginning and at least include this part of the codestream,
i.e., encrypting the first 12%.

With respect to the encryption the traditional and deep
learning based methods exhibit an identical behavior, the same
information from an image was apparently used in the biomet-
ric comparison. Therefore, faster traditional methods can be
used for analysis of selective encryption options. The effect on
the DL based approaches will be identical but the time for an
evaluation will be much reduced.
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